to delineate the mass distribution in the reaction of 605 MeV 84.
. h h' 238 Kr wlt t lck U targets. The yields are consistent with decomposition of the mass distribution into five components:
transfer products (700 ± 120 mb), "quasi-Kr" produs:ts centered at A ~ 85 (470 ± 70 mb) and the products from symmetric fission of their complements (420 ± 60 mb), products from low energy ·A new phenomenon has been observed in heavy ion reactions and has . 1' 2 3 been termed "multinucleon transfer", "qu~sifission", "relaxation phenomena", and "deep inelastic scattering". information that is independent of any assumptions about the reaction mechanism.
These data are used below to complement the information about mass distributions obtained in kinematic coincidence measurements, in which masses are deduced indirectly from the laboratory energies of the two fragments by assuming full momentum transfer· from the projectile to the combined system. Also, kinematic coincidence measurements lack strict-differentiation between inelastically scattered projectiles and nucleon transfer products--a limitation not inherent in radiochemical measurements. However, the advantages of the technique used in this work are obtained at the expense of a loss of information on energy dependence and angular distribution of reaction products.
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Thick uranium targets were bombarded at the SuperHILAC with 605 MeV 84 Kr ions, dissolved shortly after the end of bombardment, and separated . 6 chemically into 7 fractions that were assayed for a-particle and y-ray activities. We have measured cross sections for 129 isotopes. Through an interlaboratory collaboration a lanthanide-actinide fraction from an intense 24 hour bombardment was radiochemically analyzed by the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Nuclear Chemistry Group, which resulted in yield information on 27 additional huclides.
7 The independent and cumulative yields ·are plotted vs. mass number in Fig To conclude, we wish to point out that our analysis of the total mass yield distribution, and its decomposition into the components indicated in .
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